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r and Statistical table will be provided.

Some seeds were randomiy selected ancl examiiecl flr number of physical dam-

ages. Data are as follows:

the standard deviation of the number of damagm. l2O.J

researcher wants to find the relationship between two variables X

has collected the following data from 6 units.

the Pearson's correlation coefficient for the sample and interpret it.

[20 marks]

(P. T. o.)

marks]

and Y,

No of damages

F!equency

X Y Xz Y2 XY

1 I 1 81 9

2 l,( 4 ?8e 34

.)
d 20 I 400 60

4 28 16 784 Lt2

5 27 25 729 135

6 36 36 7296 216

sum:21 137 91 3579 566



[Question L. continued...]

ii. Fit a regression model of the form of Y : 0o * EJ. l2l

iii. Check the significance of parameters /36 and fu al5% significance

interpret the significant parameter/s.

iv. Estimate the average of Y when the vaiue of X is 2.5. 105

2. (u) Suppose that the probability of recovery for a certain disease is

patients are selected randomly, what is the probability that at least 4

will recover. t

(b) An agricultural research has conclnded that average number of roots

crop is 5. Find the probabiliiy that a randomly selected plant will

than 2 roots.

Suppose that the volume(in ml) of a certain pesticide bottles
./

tributed with mean of 400 ml and variance bf Ztr ml. What is

that the volume of a ranclomly selected UJtt. will be between

ml?

(") IS

the

398

(d) For testing the hypothesis: f{e : p > 25 us Ht t f < 25, a sam

normally distributed populat'ion has been taken.lTest the hypot
t 

,{

significance level by using the following summarized data of the

with lhe usual notations: n: L};X :22; 52 :12.

.THE END.


